
Continuous futures adjustment problem 

 

Question from Jeff 

I am trying to understand how to put together a continuous futures contract for best analysis in Timing 

Solution. 

For example, if I am studying soybeans, and my broker is Tradestation, I know I can download the 

"standard" continuous futures contract from the platform and then upload into Timing Solution.  But I 

assume there are more accurate ways for producing a continuous contract for backtesting in timing 

solution.  For example, perhaps some recommend only focusing on specific contract months (depending 

on the asset).  If so, which months?   And how do you "connect" the contracts.  Any thoughts and 

guidance will be greatly appreciated.  If there is a particular place you can go to study this issue/courses 

that give guidance, that would be appreciated as well.   

Specific markets of interest:  soybeans, bonds, gold and crude oil. 

Thanks for your time. 

Jeff  

 

Answer from Sergey 

I believe we have half of answer to your question. Maybe users have the answer to second half of your 

question…. 

 

IMHO, If we analyze the projection line we can use continuous data, the adjustments do not change the 

general shape of price chart, just values. And for models that generate the projection line this is OK, this 

is acceptable. 

 

The only thing we need to take care is: to avoid period when adjusted price is negative. Sometimes it 

happens if they apply back-forward adjustment. I do not have a final advice here, maybe to delete price 

data when it was negative.  For proportional adjustment we do not have negative values. 

 

 

Second part of your question is: what to do with techniques that significantly use price like planetary 

lines, charting tools. Outside the analysed contract the price will be artificial due to adjustment. I do not 

have the answer to this question. 

 

Answer from Anthony 



Hi Jeff, excellent question.  I went through this exact scenario a few years ago developing a model for 

crude oil.  As you've apparently discovered splicing together contract data blindly leads to some very 

unexpected results. As trading activity advances from one contract month to the next, the vast majority 

of traders will switch to the new contract at some point prior to expiration.  Our take was that once 

trading volume in the new contract met or exceeded the volume in the expiring contract we would then 

go forward with that contract for our testing purposes.  It was a long laborious process using excel.  We 

managed to get most data we needed from Quandl for this exercise.  Here's an interesting article 

discussing your issue: https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-

backtesting/ 

good luck! 

 

Comment from Jeff 

 

Comment from Jeff 

that is a great picture of Lean Hogs illustrating the problem.  Thanks for sharing the article which gives 

me a framework to at least approach the issue.   

 

Sergey, 

The "keep it simple" side of me certainly appreciates your thoughts on the 1-2 year window, suggesting 

(with caveats of course) that results may generally be acceptable if that is the analysis window, without 

getting too deep into the issues lurking under the surface as noted by Anthony.  Perhaps for an 

intermediate term swing trader (2 - 15 days) with analysis being re-optimized frequently, that kind of 

strategy focusing on the front month tied with limited use of continuous contract data may be 

acceptable.  I do however like some of the longer term Market Geometry techniques with lines drawn 

over several decades for timing.  Lean Hogs shows how that can be disastrously misguided.  It would 

seem helpful if a service provided two kinds of continuous futures contracts for selected assets --- the 

first perhaps optimized for astro timing and the second optimized for market geometry.  

 

Having access to those two kinds of continuous contracts would presumably further enhance Timing 

Solution (giving its private users an "optimized" data set for futures trading depending on their style and 

how they apply the unique tools of Timing Solution, either time based analysis (for astro) or bar based 

analysis for market geometry.) 

 

If anyone knows of a source of such "optimized" data or providers who perform this service, please 

share. 

I found this  

https://www.quandl.com/databases/SCF/documentation 

https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-backtesting/
https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-backtesting/
https://www.quandl.com/databases/SCF/documentation


and am wondering if anyone is using this service for obtaining an optimized futures data stream.  The 

referenced article explains trading style and how that should drive choices made in structuring the 

continuous contract: 

Comment from Sergey 

Firstly THaNK YOU ANTHONY for this article: : https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-

methodology-for-backtesting/ 

All important information easy explained in one place. Especially I have been surprised by lean hogs 

charts adjusted different ways. 

 

I will put all latest posts regarding futures adjustment in one class. Ellen and Anthony would you mind 

about that? 

 

It was a good news. Now is not a good news regarding adjustment. More than 10 years ago one TS users 

reported me about problem. 

 

This guy draw trend line for futures (continuous of course) like this: 

 

 

https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-backtesting/
https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-backtesting/


 

 

This trend line hits two local bottoms. 

 

In several months after expiration this guy applied this chart for another contract. But the trend line 

does not hit these CITs precisely, it was some difference, trend line worked different way. 

 

This is not a bug in program, it does not change the anchors of your charting tools. After each 

adjustment i.e. around expiring data the PREVIOUS data in continuous data set is changing, whatever 

what method you prefer (as I know now the full names of these methods) backwards/forward 

panama canal method  or backwards/forward ratio method. 

 

Ratio method is better it will keep linear proportions on your chart, but for charting tools like cycles 

distortion will present in any case. 

 

So I believe you should remember about this “after expiration distortion effect”. 



 

I am a not fun of Market Geometry but from my point of view I would  prefer to work with raw contract 

data, but remembering about expiration jump – this is technical jump.  

 

Note regarding ratio adjustment from Jeff Leauby (see the article 

“How to ratio adjust futures data” at the end) 

Hello Constantine,  

 

I'm not sure if this is a solution but I would like to offer some information on a lesser-known futures 

adjustment style that uses multiplication - it's called ratio-adjusting. When using ratio adjusted data in 

an analysis, the returns (or percentages) should be a lot more accurate however if you want to preserve 

the changes in points or dollars then an article below also explains a formula for 'difference-adjusting' 

which keeps points more accurate (but not percentages). Different types of data adjustments might be 

needed depending on the type of analysis.   I'm including several additional articles.  

 

Roll em! How to calculate futures rolls (and why you care) • The Blog of Adam H Grimes 

 

Continuous Futures Contracts Methodology for Backtesting - QuantPedia 

 

How To Ratio Adjust Futures Data - PortaraCQG 

 

Recommended article 

 

From https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-

backtesting/ 

 

Continuous Futures Contracts 

Methodology for Backtesting 
3.October 2019 

 

The problem with spliced futures 

https://adamhgrimes.com/how-to-calculate-futures-rolls/#:~:text=Start%20at%20the%20current%20price,are%20working%20backwards%20in%20time.)
https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-backtesting/
https://portaracqg.com/2020/05/02/how-to-ratio-adjust-futures-data/
https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-backtesting/
https://quantpedia.com/continuous-futures-contracts-methodology-for-backtesting/


No doubt, the correct datasets are the key when one does some analysis in the financial markets. 

For some financial instruments, the data can be found for free and ready for the upcoming 

process, but on the other hand, some instruments are more complicated. 

Nowadays, futures contracts are widely spread and popular among practitioners. However, each 

delivery month is connected with a different price where the price of the underlying asset should 

stand at a given date in the future (the expiration date). Clearly, this complicates any possible 

analysis, since there are different prices for different maturities. The industry standard for 

backtesting futures strategies is to construct one data sequence from a stream of contracts – a 

continuous futures contracts data series. 

If somebody wants to hold futures contracts for a longer time, one has to roll the contracts each 

month, but there is a problem that the prices would be different. For example, at a rolling date, 

the contract ending in May can be traded for 60 dollars, and the contract ending in June can be 

traded for 70 dollars. 

Naturally, if an investor wants to extend the position, he has to sell the contract for May and buy 

the one for June. If the contracts are just spliced together, the backtesting of the strategy with the 

spliced dataset is wrong. Such a dataset would include artificial and non-existing jumps that 

would appear in the analysis as profits or losses. But it is essential to keep in my mind that such 

jumps are not possible to achieve in the real trading practice. Moreover, the resulting backtests 

with spliced datasets are simply wrong, because the strategy may be looking profitable when it is 

not or unprofitable when, in fact, it is. Such an approach is not correct and leads to wrong results. 

Therefore, there is a need to apply some better algorithm that would „connect“ the futures and 

remove the jumps. 

https://quantpedia.com/links-tools/?category=historical-data


 

 

 

An example of spliced futures contracts for Lean Hogs 

The solution 

Firstly, it is crucial to recognize front-month and back-month contracts. The front-month is a 

contract that has the shortest time to expiry. Usually, this contract is accompanied with the most 

liquidity in the futures term structure. The back-month is a contract that has the second shortest 

time to expiry. The usual practice for backtesting futures strategies is to use the continuous 

futures series based on front-month contracts, primarily when someone uses a long-time history 

of the futures contract. 

Algorithms for creating continuous futures series and removing the jumps are dependent on two 

main factors. It is important to choose the date when the successive contracts are rolled and 

secondly, which adjustments would be made to the raw contract prices. Since there are many 

options for both key elements, there are many variations of continuous futures contracts series. 

Moreover, there is not the one best approach; each algorithm has it is own pluses and minuses. 

Therefore, for some tasks, one algorithm may be better than another – if one algorithm is the best 

one for trading strategy backtesting, it probably would not be wise to use the same adjusted 

prices for economic forecasting. 



Roll dates 

Firstly, the futures contract could be rolled on the last trading day of the expiring contract, and 

such a method is named the last-trading-day roll method. On the one hand, this method allows 

traders to use the front-month contract for the longest time. On the other hand, there is a danger 

that the liquidity and the trading activity has already switched to the back-end contract prior to 

the roll. This could cause unwanted delivery.  

Secondly, the contract could be rolled on the first day of the contract’s delivery month. This is 

called the first-of-month roll method and is very popular since it is easily predictable and 

therefore efficiently executed. However, such an approach is not connected to the trading activity 

or some specific delivery rules.  

Thirdly, the contract could be rolled according to the liquidity. The liquidity-based roll method 

rolls the futures contract the first day when the back contract has a higher open interest than the 

front contract. Naturally, this method is connected with the highest liquidity, but it should be 

used cautiously with interest rates or agricultural futures. 

 

Adjustments 

Clearly, the simplest method is using no adjustments at all, but as we have previously mentioned, 

it is also the wrong one. One of the better ways is the forwards panama canal method, where the 

successive contracts are shifted up or down by a constant number to eliminate jumps. Since it is a 

forward method, the oldest contract has a “true price“, and all successive contracts are adjusted 

by the fixed constant.  

Similarly, one can choose the last known contract as the “true one“. Such a method is called 

the backwards panama canal method. The idea is that the successive contracts are adjusted up 

or down by a constant to eliminate jumps, working backward from the most current contract. On 

the one hand, the current price would be realistic and true, but historical prices have to be 

recalculated after each rolling date.  

Nextly, there is the backwards ratio method, where the contracts are not adjusted up or down, 

but they are multiplied by a fixed constant to eliminate jumps. The ratio is computed working 

backward from the current contract, so again the most recent contract is the “true one”. However, 

each rolling date requires recalculation of the whole history.  

The last adjustment method is based on a weighted average of contract prices during a pre-

determined window around the roll date. The calendar weighted method allows for transitioning 

smoothly from the front end to the back end contract and is somewhere in the middle of the 

forward and backward method. The pros are that this method delivers continuous prices and does 

not require recalculation during each rolling date. However, roll dates that are not predictable, 

which is the weak spot of this method.  



Quantpedia’s usage of continuous futures contracts 

In Quantpedia, we are interested in prolonging the backtesting periods from the academical 

research papers. The best usage of Quantpedia is to combine ideas from our Screener and build 

more sophisticated strategies as combined strategies are usually more profitable or with a lower 

risk.  

Our strategies are usually built from a position of portfolio/fund manager who manages an 

entrusted portfolio. He usually divides investment fund’s resources into multiple fractions and 

invests them into multiple revenue streams. He is primarily interested in having information 

about the percentual performance of individual revenue streams and his overall 

portfolio/strategy. Fund’s assets under management fluctuate; therefore, portfolio manager 

usually does not trade trading strategy based on a constant number of futures contracts. He 

usually trades based on a constant proportion of the underlying asset in his portfolio.  

Therefore, for our purposes, we believe that the best approach is the first-of-month roll method 

and backwards ratio adjustment method. Such an approach is simple and probably the best 

because we want to provide information about the percentual performance of the strategies. Our 

backtests are performed in the Quantconnect platform, which allows easy access to Quandl free 

continuous futures contracts data. Since those free data from Quandl are not using any 

adjustment at all Quantpedia futures strategies are using our own continuous futures 

contracts data with a methodology as mentioned above, hosted on our server.  

Why is it so important to have a correct methodology? 

This analysis may look like a dry financial theory. But the chosen methodology can have a 

tremendous impact on the results of backtested strategies. Let’s compare the following two 

charts: 

https://quantpedia.com/screener/
https://www.quantconnect.com/?utm_source=sdkfjssdfgsdm5qwlks8323dslkdfjsx246s30dlsaaslgk?ref=radovanvojtko
https://www.quandl.com/data/CHRIS-Wiki-Continuous-Futures
https://www.quandl.com/data/CHRIS-Wiki-Continuous-Futures


 

 

Lean Hogs – price history, spliced, un-adjusted

Lean Hogs – price history, adjusted, first-of-month roll method and backwards ratio adjustment 



At first sight, these two graphs seem to be representing different commodities; however, in both 

cases, contracts are for Lean Hogs. This commodity is very often in the „contango“, and 

therefore, each roll is connected with a higher price. It is essential to bear in mind that only 

adjusted prices should be used for backtests. 

Incorrect continuous futures constracts can very easily transform into incorrect backtest. For 

example, if we took the Skewness Effect strategy in commodities, also described in the following 

article: Skewness / Lottery Effect in Commodities, backtest (using Quantconnect) with correct 

data looks differently from the one with wrong data (free countinuous futures data from Quandl). 

Following chart uses correct dataset: 

Skewness / Lottery Effect in Commodities – using first-of-month roll method and backwards ratio 

adjustment 

However, if we will use spliced futures, we would have to think that the strategy is unprofitable, 

but such a statement would be utterly wrong. 

https://quantpedia.com/strategies/skewness-effect-in-commodities/
https://quantpedia.com/skewness-lottery-effect-in-commodities/
https://www.quantconnect.com/?utm_source=sdkfjssdfgsdm5qwlks8323dslkdfjsx246s30dlsaaslgk?ref=radovanvojtko


Skewness / Lottery Effect in Commodities – no adjustments 

Short conclusion 

To sum it up, if one builds strategies using futures contracts, the prices have to be adjusted. 

Additionally, each approach or algorithm has its pros and cons, and there is not the one best 

algorithm. For strategy backtesting, we are using the first of month roll method and the 

backwards ratio to obtain correct backtests. This methodology could be successfully used in the 

decision making of an investor since such a technique would correctly represent the performance 

in the form of annual return in percentual points. Obviously, the usage of the spliced dataset 

would probably lead to wrong decisions, since it would advise that the strategy is unprofitable 

when, in fact, it is profitable. 

Authors: 

Radovan Vojtko, Head of Research, Quantpedia 

Matus Padysak, Quant Analyst, Quantpedia 

 

 

 

How To Ratio Adjust Futures Data 
May 2, 2020 

// 
Arthur Maddock 

https://portaracqg.com/author/arthur/


In this PRESENTATION – How To Ratio Adjust Futures Data – we learn the 
steps necessary for rolling futures contracts using the RATIO ADJUST 
mechanism.  NOTE: You can follow the video presentation and also download 
the original whitepaper below.  I have included a transcript so that you can follow 
through the examples I have chosen for the detailed explanations. How To Ratio 
Adjust Futures Data explains the concepts behind this fairly obscure rolling 
methodology. If you need to know How To Ratio Adjust Futures Data then look 
no further, it is all fully explained below. 

 

How To Ratio Adjust Futures Data 

Many people who trade futures for a living don’t fully understand the differences 
between the various roll options available to them, and more importantly, when 
and how to use them.  What is dangerous is to simply rely upon the continuous 
data provided by a typical data vendor without knowing what is happening behind 
the scenes. If you make assumptions here without knowing the implications then 
as a trader you may be risking more than just surprises. 

In this short presentation we look at a little known way to roll based on the RATIO 
ADJUST mechanism.  We will explore both back ratio adjust and forward ratio 
adjust methods and how to calculate them. 

The fundamental difference between forward and back adjust algorithms when 
rolling data compared with forward ratio and backward ratio adjust algorithms is 
the fact that the former are additive and the latter are multiplicative. Some of 
you may understand this straight off the bat, but some may not. 

I will do another presentation at a later time on the more common additive 
adjustments, but for this presentation we shall concentrate on multiplicative rolls. 

Cabestan Research in London gave me a great white paper explaining the 
concept which I have used in this presentation, so a big thanks to those guys. 

Looking at table 2, the ratio back adjust, and working from the bottom row, 
towards the top we can see t1 and t0 as the roll dates across three contracts of 
the S&P. The prices are the closes and I have labelled p, q and r with the 
respective contract names to make it easier to interpret the maths. 

https://portaracqg.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/ratio-adjust.pdf
https://www.cabestan-research.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRQyROPQUZE


Now look what’s happening. At t1 on the 13th June we are dividing SPU17 by 
SPM17. In other words dividing the most forward month by its nearest back 
month. This gives us the ratio of 0.99918033 in which to MULTIPLY all data 
points, ie the open high low and close prior to that roll. 

So does it work?  If you get a calculator and follow through the maths you will 
see still on row 3 that 0.99918033 x the unadjusted close of 2440 is 2438, 
rounded. On row 4 applying the same ratio, we see the unadjusted close of 
2428.5 multiplied by 0.99918033 is 2426.5 rounded, so the logic works. 

Now repeat the process until we reach the final roll at t0 on 14th March. Things 
become more complex. So, let’s strip back the complexity and explain it. Here we 
now need to look at dividing SPM17 by SPH17, in the same manner as 
before.  2363.1 divided by 2366.4 is 0.99860547. but what about the ratio we had 
before we reached this second roll.  The point is you must MULTIPLY this new 
ratio of 0.99860547 by the old ratio of 0.99918033 to give us the cumulative 
adjustment of 0.99778695.  It is this figure that we use to multiply the data by in 
each and every case.  We can see that if we do that, we see that at t0 the 
unadjusted close was 2366.4.  If we multiply this by the cumulative value of 
0.99778695 we do indeed get 2361.2.  Now it’s a simple case of rinse and repeat 
as the algorithm is clearly defined and programmable either in code or by manual 
design in a spreadsheet. 

Note, to cross check and verify the final results, ideally, if we kept tabs on the 
cumulative ratios all the way through history the cumulative value in the first row 
multiplied by close should bring you back to the unadjusted close in that contract. 
I have used Portara to run off a simple example of 1 minute bar of the S&P back 
to inception and I have included a cumulative adjustments and unadjusted close 
as columns in the series to make this helpful.  If we look at the results we can 
see that the cumulative adjustment of 1.546855533 multiplied by the unadjusted 
close of 331.0 does indeed verify the close of 331.0.  And, thus, we can 
determine that the data is proportionately correct. 

A quick note if we decide to reverse direction and go with a forward ratio adjust, 
we must be careful to get the direction of the division in the correct order as it is 
not the same way around.  If we look at Table 1, in this case, using the forward 
method, all the mathematical nuances are the same however, logically the 
division must be the reverse of the back ratio adjust and in this way on the 
14th March roll date at t0 the SPH17 is divided by SPM17 to arrive at the forward 
ratio adjust of 1.001396471. 



Lastly, a cautionary note on utilising ratio adjusted data in your backtesting.  If 
you don’t fully understand this method, don’t use it to predict results! Ratio 
methods are useful for certain types of testing but if you don’t know what you are 
doing the results can be very misleading.  By design, data is never negative 
using ratio adjust. It may appear squeezed compared to backadjusted additive 
methods as the intuitive shape gets distorted.  But, you can measure the volatility 
of returns in terms of percentages, avoiding negativity and very small numbers 
close to zero, which would distort your percentage ratios. Or, even zero itself, 
and possibly a divide by zero exception if you have decided to build your 
algorithms with divisions instead of multiplicative factors!  For example a good 
use for ratio adjusted data is if you were trading two contracts such as Bund and 
Gold; you could in theory compute a volatility ratio between the two and use that 
to risk adjust your positions. 

 

 

https://portaracqg.com/historical-intraday-futures-data/
https://portaracqg.com/historical-intraday-futures-data/

